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The article is dedicated to the review and analysis of the effects and processes occurring in Si–Ge quantum size

semiconductor structures upon particle irradiation including ion implantation. Comparisons to bulk materials are

drawn. The reasons of the enhanced radiation hardness of superlattices and quantum dots are elucidated. Some

technological applications of the radiation treatment are reviewed.

1. Introduction

The tolerance of materials and devices to radiation-

induced defects (radiation defects, RDs) is of crucial impor-

tance in atomic energy and space applications. In a nuclear

reactor, the samples are exposed to neutrons and gamma-

quanta. The space-radiation environment accompanying

most useful orbits consists of energetic electrons (energies
up to ∼ 7MeV), protons (energies extending to hundreds

of MeV) and small amounts of low energy heavy ions [1].
The LEO proton spectrum is especially hard: between 50

and 500MeV the proton flux decreases only by a factor

of 4.

Furthermore, the creation of RDs is an inevitable collate-

ral effect in the ion implantation and neutron transmutation

doping, as well as in particle detector applications. Finally,

there is a possibility of using RDs themselves in the device

technology. With the onrushing advent of quantum-size

semiconductor structures (QSSS), the studies of RDs in

them rapidly grow in importance.

The result of irradiating a semiconductor material will

depend on the type of radiation, its mode (pulsed, con-

tinuous) and type of interaction with the material, as

well as the type and temperature of the material. The

two main types of interaction of radiation with materials

are atomic displacements and ionization. All particles

(electrons, protons, heavy ions and photons ranging from

UV to gamma energies) except neutrons produce ionization

effects in materials. Besides, the radiation effects in solid-

state devices include single-event upsets.

When an energetic ion penetrates into a material, it

loses energy mainly by two nearly independent processes:

(i) elastic collisions with the nuclei known as nuclear

energy loss, which dominates at an energy of about

1 keV/amu; (ii) inelastic collisions of the highly charged

projectile ion with the atomic electrons of the matter known

as electronic energy loss, which dominates at an energy of

∼ 1MeV/amu or higher. In the inelastic collision (cross-
section ∼ 10−16 cm2) the energy is transferred from the

projectile ion to the atoms through excitation and ionization

of the surrounding electrons. The amount of electronic

loss in each collision varies from tens of eV to a few keV

per Å [2].
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The atomic displacements occur due to the transfer of

momentum of the incident particle to the atoms of the

target material (nuclear energy loss). Provided an atom

subjected to such a collision receives sufficient kinetic

energy, it will be removed from its position and leave

behind a vacancy. The removed atom may meet another

such vacancy and recombine or lodge in an interstitial

position in the lattice (a self-interstitial) or be trapped by

an impurity atom. The vacancies may be mobile, too, and

either combine with impurity atoms or/and cluster with

other vacancies. Defects that are stable at the irradiation

temperature may become mobile upon subsequent heating.

For the evaluation of the radiation damage in solids the

mobility of the defects is of paramount importance. The

self-interstitials in silicon are mobile even at 0.5K [3].
In Si and Ge a large part of the primary defects undergo

annihilation even below room temperature (RT). The RDs

in these materials, which are found at RT, consist mainly of

secondary and tertiary complexes formed by migration and

agglomeration of vacancies and interstitials with each other

and with impurities. The resulting complexes are usually

electronically active.

When the energy of the primary recoil atom is high,

what is especially the case upon ion implantation or

neutron irradiation, a collision cascade develops, where

the defect density is much higher than upon electron or

proton irradiation. This high defect density may lead to an

amorphization of the implanted layer. The accompanying

defect rearrangement processes are usually quite complex

and not yet understood in all details even in elemental

semiconductors such as Si and Ge.

The total cross-section for the displacement of an atom

from its regular lattice site as a result of an elastic collision

is given by [4]

σ (E) =

Tm∫

Td

dσ (E, T), (1)

where E is the kinetic energy of the incident particle,

T is the kinetic energy transmitted to the lattice atom,

dσ (E, T) is the differential cross section of the correspon-

ding interaction. The integration is performed over the

energy T from the minimum energy Td necessary for the

displacement of a lattice atom into an interstitial position

to the maximum energy Tm which the incident particle
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can transmit to the target atom. The energy Td is called

threshold energy. The differential cross section depends on

the interaction potential. In the case of charged particles

(electrons, protons, ions) the interaction can be described by

the Coulomb potential; for the neutral particles (neutrons)
it is rather similar to the collision of hard spheres. The

experimental values of Td for silicon and germanium are

equal to 21 eV and 27.5 eV, respectively [4]. To calculate the

number of displacements produced by an incident particle,

one has to solve the integral in Eq. (1), taking into account

the type of interaction.

Collisions with neutrons are much harder in terms of the

average energy transmitted to a target atom than those with

protons of equal energy. The energy of electrons must

achieve hundreds of keV in order to implement transfer

of an energy amount exceeding Td. On the contrary, in

the case of the ions, the masses of the incident particle

and the target atom are comparable, so that the energy

transfer is very efficient, and even in the case of the ion

etching of the surface with energies of hundreds of eV the

creation of RDs must be taken into account. Fast neutron

irradiation produces energetic recoil atoms and in terms

of the produced damage can be understood as
”
internal“

self-ion implantation. However, due to the small collision

cross-section, the displacement cascades are well separated

in the crystal volume even at moderate irradiation doses.

On the contrary, implantation of medium and heavy mass

ions produces a very dense damage within a thin subsurface

layer of a solid target, so that amorphization of this layer

can be readily achieved. The critical fluence needed for

the amorphization of a given crystal depends on the ion

mass and the target temperature. For each ion–target
combination, there is a critical temperature above which

the amorphization becomes impossible due to dynamical

defect annealing [5,6]. (At cryogenic temperatures, the

amorphization of silicon was induced even under MeV

electron irradiation, but the required fluences were exceed-

ingly high [7,8].) The energy dependence of the critical

ion fluence exists but is less pronounced. The theoretical

description of the crystalline-to-amorphous transition upon

ion irradiation is still a matter of debate [9]. Another

important peculiarity of the ion irradiation is the sputtering

of the target [10].
In practical terms, the SRIM/TRIM Monte Carlo simula-

tion code [11] can be applied to calculate the ranges and

primary displacement defects created by energetic ions in

matter. To apply SRIM/TRIM to the calculation of the

effects of other types of radiation, one additionally needs

the
”
Integrated TIGER Series“ (ITS code) for electrons

and photons, or the
”
Monte Carlo Neutron Program“

(MCNP code) for neutrons [12]. Electron trajectories and

energy loss profiles can also be simulated using the CASINO

code [13]. A few examples of the primary damage and

implanted ion concentration profiles calculated by TRIM are

given in Fig. 1.

It is important to note that the proton-induced damage

profile is highly non-uniform with a sharp maximum near

Figure 1. TRIM simulations of the depth distribution of the

displaced target atoms (solid lines, left scale) and implanted atoms

(dots, right scale) for the implantation of 180 keV, 2.4MeV H+

in Si (a) and 150 keV Ar+ in GaAs (b).

the projected range Rp (penetration depth) so that the

damage density at depths well below Rp can decrease with

increasing proton energy, despite the increase of the total

energy deposited in elastic collisions (see Fig. 1). This

fact must be taken into account when irradiating nanometer

thick layers containing, e. g., quantum dots or a quantum

well and situated near the sample surface.

The effect of ionization on the defect production in the

common semiconductors exists but mostly is a minor one.

Anyway, the ionization (formation of electron–hole pairs)
alone does not produce RDs in these semiconductors as it

is the case in wide-gap insulators. However, the degradation

of a MOS device, especially at low irradiation doses, is

almost entirely due to the long-lived effects of ionization

in the dielectric subelement, i. e. in the gate insulator [14].
In bipolar devices the primary effect of ionizing radiation is

gain reduction. This is usually due to an increase in surface

recombination near the emitter–base region. Ionization

damage also causes leakage current to increase [15].

The sensitivity of the device parameters to irradiation

is further determined by material properties, such as the

threshold energy for atomic displacement (see above),
probability of the annihilation of the self-interstitials and
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vacancies, type and level of doping, position of the defect-

induced energy levels in the gap. There is a comprehensive

literature on the subject of the radiation hardness of

semiconductors and semiconductor devices [16].
Summarizing, in order to predict the radiation damage

in QSSS, first of all one needs knowledge on the crea-

tion, transformation, and annihilation processes of RDs in

corresponding bulk materials including alloys. Whereas

these processes in Si are well understood, the information

concerning Ge is much less detailed. The worst situation is

to be stated for the SiGe alloys. To solve the problem of the

radiation hardness of a device, one has to establish which

layer (or layers) in a concrete, probably very complicated,

structure predominantly determines the device parameters

degradation. In devices containing low-dimensional active

layers, it is important to know which is the volume

sampled by the wavefunction of the electrons and holes

confined in the layers. Finally, the role of the Fermi level,

heterointerfaces and strain in the defect evolution and defect

reactions, the mutual influence of the adjacent layers, and

the impact of the quantum confinement on the structure

and properties of local defects, which are supposed to be

already known from the studies of the corresponding bulk

semiconductors, have to be elucidated.

On the other hand, what is the useful information we can

learn from the irradiation studies?

— Influence of the defects on the electronic properties

of QSSS and on the corresponding device parameters;

— elucidation of the electronic structure of QSSS as well

as of the carrier transport, relaxation and recombination

processes in them using defects as microprobes;

— diffusion processes in QSSS;

— novel technological processes of micro-, nano- and

optoelectronics.

The review presents a survey of effects occurring in SiGe

quantum wells (QWs), superlattices (SLs) and quantum

dots (QDs) upon electron and proton irradiation as well as

upon ion implantation. Sec. 2 is dedicated to the important

issue of the radiation hardness. It is shown that QD-

based devices can withstand much higher radiation fluences

than corresponding 2D and bulk structures. The physical

mechanisms of this phenomenon are discussed. In Sec. 3,

peculiarities of the amorphization of SLs upon ion implan-

tation are considered. Sec. 4 demonstrates examples of the

application of particle irradiation to the device technology.

At the end, concise conclusions are drawn.

2. Radiation hardness of quantum size
heterostructures

2.1. General remarks

The term
”
radiation hardness“ (the same as

”
radiation

resistance“) describes the ability of a structure’s property

to withstand the deteriorating action of radiation. The re-

combination parameters of semiconductors are much more

Figure 2. Ionization enthalpies for the E-center defect (left)
and of the different divacancy charge states (right) relative to

the conduction band Ec of silicon as a function of the Ge

content x [40,41].

sensitive to RDs than e. g. equilibrium carrier concentration

or mobility. RDs with deep levels in the bandgap act as non-

radiative recombination centers (lifetime killers) limiting

the photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL)
intensity as well as photosensitivity.

The increased tolerance of defects is one of the most

important promises of the self-assembled QD nanotechno-

logy [17]. The basic argument is that more strongly localized

carriers exhibit reduced migration to non-radiative centers.

As pointed out in Ref. [18], Turnbull was probably the first

to propose, as early as 1950, that small crystals will contain

fewer defects [19]. This
”
self-purification“ was shown [18]

to be an intrinsic property of defects in semiconductor

nanocrystals, for the formation energies of defects increase

as the size of the nanocrystal decreases. This result has

been severely criticized [20], nonetheless, we shall see that

a very similar effect is obviously observed in irradiated

QDs. Importantly, only relatively small dots can be defect-

free. So, e. g., when the QDs exceede certain dimensions,

dislocations are observed within the dots.

The influence of Ge doping on the accumulation process

of radiation defects in silicon irradiated with gamma-rays
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Figure 3. Near-band-edge PL spectra of silicon containing 2 · 1020 cm−3 Ge, as-grown (a) and after neutron irradiation and subsequent

annealing at the following temperatures, ◦C: 525 (b), 550 (c), 600 (d), 525+625 (e), 550+650 (f ). Ex means the free exciton. P, Ga, As,

and B denote the lines of excitons bound to substitutional phosphorus, gallium, arsenic, and boron atoms, respectively. NP, TA, LO and

TO designate non-phonon (NP) transitions and transitions with emission of TA, LO and TO phonons, respectively [44].

and elementary particles has been the subject of numerous

investigations (for an early review see, e. g., Ref. [21]).
The influence of irradiation on the SiGe-based diodes and

MOSFETS is also a subject of intense research (see, e. g.,
Refs. [22–25]). For quite a long time there had been only

one RD containing a Ge atom, namely the Ge–vacancy

(Ge–V) pair [26,27], that has been positively identified.

However, it anneals well below room temperature. It has

been suggested that at irradiation temperatures Ti ≥ 300K

the Ge atoms act as centers of indirect recombination of

Frenkel pair components [28–30]. The further progress

has been limited to the detection of the Ge–divacancy pair

(Ge–V2) [31,32].

The influence of the Ge content on the properties

of a few point defects known for pure Si has been

understood [33–39]. An example is given in Fig. 2.

The conclusions drawn from these studies with respect to

the defect level position in the gap are as follows [40,41]:

(i) The observed level displacement towards the valence

band with increasing Ge is characteristic for (almost) all

defect levels.

(ii) Those levels which cross the midgap level change

from being an electron trap in the upper half of the band

gap to becoming a hole trap in the lower half of the band

gap. This is clearly the case for the single-acceptor levels

of the E-center (a substitutional donor–neighboring vacancy

complex).

(iii) None of these levels are pinned to any of the band

edges.

The near-band-edge photolumunescence (PL) of irradi-

ated silicon doped with Ge in various concentrations N(Ge)
brought about new insights into the problem [42,43]. New

PL lines labeled M80–83, 86, 87 have been found at

N(Ge) . 1019 cm−3 whose intensity could be correlated

with the Ge content. For N(Ge) = 2 · 1020 cm−3 and

annealing temperatures 525 ≥ Ta ≥ 600◦C these lines do-

minate in the PL spectrum [44] (see Fig. 3). It is worth

noting that the lines M81–83, 86, 87 emerge, grow and

vanish simultaneously. This fact may indicate their common

nature.

In proton-irradiated Ge-doped Si layers grown by

molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), we have found that the
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PL spectra are different from those measured in Ge-free

films and from those previously reported in irradiated bulk

Si(Ge). Several new lines have been found in the near-

band edge region of the spectrum, whereas many lines

typically measured in Ge-free irradiated Si have not been

observed [45].
Thus, it has been concluded that at concentrations of

the order of 1020 cm−3 and annealing temperatures above

500◦C the Ge atoms are the main sinks for the Frenkel pair

components.

2.2. Si/Ge superlattices

An enhanced radiation hardness of the PL and EL in

thin-layer Si/Ge SLs with periods of 10 or 15 monolayers

(Si6Ge4 and Si9Ge6) as compared to Si/Ge QWs and to

bulk Si has been found [46]. The SLs grown by MBE have

been subjected to the irradiation with 3−4MeV electrons.

Then PL and EL as well as electrical measurements

on corresponding diode structures have been performed

(see Fig. 4). The following model has been proposed to

explain the observed effect. When Si is irradiated with

3−4MeV electrons at RT, most of the stable RDs are

formed after long-range migration of the primary RDs, i. e.

vacancies and self-interstitials, by subsequent interaction and

formation of complexes with impurities. At doping levels

above ∼ 1017 cm−3 the creation rate of the stable defects

becomes independent of the doping level and approaches

the primary displacement rate since each primary defect

is then captured by an impurity atom [47]. An analogous

picture may basically be assumed for bulk Ge. Hence,

even for an impurity concentration as high as 1019 cm−3 the

average distance between neighbouring impurities is still of

the order of 40 Å, and this determines the mean migration

length of a primary defect to form a non-radiative center.

At the same time, the mean diffusion length to reach an

interface in a short-period SL is a few Å only. The interfaces

act as sinks and annihilation centers for the mobile primary

radiation defects, thus leading to a lower concentration of

non-radiative centers than in the bulk material.

Studies of the current–voltage (I−U) characteristics and

capacitance–voltage (C−V) profiling of the Si6Ge4-SL-based
diodes confirmed the enhanced radiation hardness of the

latter [48–50] (Fig. 4, e).
Hence, the structuring at the nanolevel is indeed crucial

for the radiation hardness!

2.3. Ge/Si quantum dot heterostructures

The samples containing 10 closely spaced Ge QD layers

embedded in a Si matrix have been grown by MBE and

irradiated with 2.4MeV protons [51]. Upon irradiation

with this energy the protons penetrate far behind the QD

layer (see Fig. 3) and do not exhibit any passivation effect.

The irradiation produces an uniform defect concentration

up to the several tens of µm depth, reducing the intensities

of all spectral components observed prior to the irradiation,

Figure 4. EL spectra of a Si6Ge4 SL and a Ge2Si20Ge2 QW prior

to (a, c) and after (b, d) irradiation with 5 · 1016 cm−2 of 3−4MeV

electrons. Tmeas = 4.2K. SL and QW are characteristic lumines-

cence bands of superlattice and quantum well, respectively. NP

and TO indices refer to no-phonon transitions and their TO-replica,

respectively [75]. (e) — reverse current at 300K vs. 3−4MeV

electron irradiation fluence 8 for a Si6Ge4 SL and an industrial

diode [49].

but to a different extent. Besides, the irradiation introduces

into Si well-known point defects with sharp non-phonon

lines (C, G and W) [52,53] and a very broad band, also

of defect origin. It is seen in Fig. 5 (right panel) that the

PL bands from the 2D wetting layer (WLTO component)

and Si matrix (FETO, BETO) disappear already for the lowest

fluence whereas the PL from the QDs persists. The X-ray
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Figure 5. X-ray reciprocal space maps (RSM) of the symmetric (004) plane for a Ge/Si QD sample with 10 layers of QDs, as-grown

and subjected to 2.4MeV proton fluences ranging from 2 · 1012 to 2 · 1014 cm−2 (left), and PL of the same sample prior to and after

irradiation with two fluences of 2.4MeV protons, 2 · 1012 and 2 · 1014 cm−2 (right). Adopted from [51,76].

reciprocal space maps (RSM, Fig. 5, left panel) exhibit

features due to the periodic arrangement of the QD layers

up to the highest proton fluence used (2 · 1014 cm−2). This
behavior clearly proves a higher radiation resistance of the

dots as compared to quantum wells (here in the form of

a WL) and bulk material.

Beside the obvious role of the confinement of captured

charge carriers in the QDs, there might be another physical

mechanism of the enhanced radiation hardness of QDs

akin to that observed in SLs. Since the primary defects

(vacancies and interstitial atoms) are mobile at RT in Si

and Ge, it is very likely that they are captured at the

QD–matrix interfaces and recombine there (Sec. 2.2 and

Ref. [46]). Moreover, the defects raise the free energy of

the crystal, so that it is only natural that the QDs expel

mobile defect components into the matrix.

When the Ge/Si QD layers are deposited so tightly that

they form a superlattice, the radiation hardness of the

structure is even higher [54,55]. In spite of the expected

high concentration of nonradiative recombination centres

caused by the proton-induced damage, the PL emission

from the Ge dots has been observed even for the highest

irradiation fluence of 2 · 1014 cm−2.

3. Coherent amorphization
in superlattices

Most crystalline materials can be rendered amorphous

upon bombardment with energetic ions. However, the

critical ion doses needed for the amorphization of different

materials vary by orders of magnitude. It is well known

that the critical dose of amorphization of silicon is ca. one

order of magnitude higher than that of germanium [56,57].
However, the maximum relative damage created in low Ge

content films (x = 10−20%) is considerably higher than the

values obtained by the interpolation between the results

for implanted single-crystalline Si and Ge [57], so that

the damage kinetics for x > 0.4 is very similar to that of

pure Ge [58]. Hence, a selective amorphization of (rather
thick) individual layers was expectedly observed upon

ion implantation into SiGe/Si (and AlAs/GaAs) multilayer

structures [56,59].

A quite opposite result has been obtained by us using

the Rutherford backscattering/channeling (RBS) and high-

resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy

(HR XTEM) on short-period Si6Ge4 and Si9Ge6 SLs: the Si

and Ge layers in the SLs were amorphized simultaneously
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Figure 6. Normalized minimum RBS yield 1χn
min (reflecting the relative amount of damage) for the pure crystalline Si and Ge as well

as that for the Si and Ge layers in a Si9Ge6 SL plotted vs. 150 keV Ar+ ion fluence 8 [60] (left), and HR XTEM of the same SL

at 8 = 2 · 1013 (a), 1 · 1014 (b, c), 2 · 1014 cm−1 (d) (right). The microdiffraction patterns have been taken from a depth corresponding to

the maximum damage [61,62].

at one and the same dose that coincided with the critical

dose of bulk germanium [60–62] (see Fig. 6). We assumed

that this coherent amorphization of the different layers in

a SL can only occur if the SL period (which is only 1.4

or 2.2 nm in the investigated SLs) is shorter than the typical

dimension of the individual damage clusters originating from

the collision cascades induced by the primary recoil atoms.

As it is impossible to grow structurally perfect Si/Ge SLs

with arbitrarily thick layers, AlAs/GaAs SLs with different

periods along with AlxGa1−xAs alloys with x ranging

from 0 to 1 were implanted to check this idea [63,64].
The difference of the amorphization behavior between

GaAs and AlAs is even much bigger that between Si

and Ge [65]. AlAs actually cannot be amorphized by

implantation at room temperature, so the implantations and

RBS measurements were done at cryogenic temperatures

without intermediate warming up of the samples. The SL

with a period of (1.4 + 1.4) nm behaved like an alloy with

x = 0.5, whereas the behavior of that with a period of

(10 + 10) nm was already quite peculiar. Thus, it is very

probable that the above-mentioned coherent amorphization

of the Si and Ge layers in short-period Si/Ge SLs is a con-

sequence of the fact that these SLs behave like SiGe alloys

with the same integral Ge content. Further, a layer thickness

of 10 nm is already
”
above threshold“: the AlAs/GaAs SL

does not behave anymore like an alloy, there is no coherent

amorphization of different layers. Finally, for the AlAs/GaAs

SL with a period of (70 + 83) nm a selective damage and

amorphization behaviour was clearly observed in the RBS

spectra [63,64]. As was shown in Ref. [66], the broadening

of an initially 0.27 nm wide AlAs/GaAs interface inside

the damage cluster of a single ion amounts to ∼ 2 nm.

Hence, our results point to the intermixing in the collision

cascades as one of the reasons of the observed coherent SL

amorphization.

However, more work is necessary to definitely answer

the question on the role of intermixing in this phenomenon.

As a matter of fact, the XTEM images show that a

clear contrast of the Si and Ge layers is observed up to

amorphization [60–62] (see Fig. 6, d). Even after having

been amorphized, the SLs are not completely intermixed: a

weak contrast is present in the XTEM micrographs, which is

caused by different atomic numbers of Si and Ge. Generally,

the amorphization occurs when the resultant Gibbs free

energy of a crystalline region and of defects accumulated

in it exceeds that of the corresponding amorphous region

and does not require a total intermixing per se.

4. Radiation technology

Radiation treatment can be used to improve the perfor-

mance of QSSS-based devices or to modify their character-

istics in a desired manner. A typical change of the I−U
characteristic of a Si6Ge4 SL diode as a result of 3−4MeV

electron irradiation measured at Tmeas = 77K is shown in

Fig. 7 [67]. With increasing fluence 8, the curve shifts

to higher voltages. Moreover, for 8 ≥ 1.5 · 1017 cm−2 a

range of negative differential resistance (NDR, an S-shaped
characteristic) appears. The origin of the S-shaped forward
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Figure 7. Current–voltage characteristics at 77K of a Si6Ge4
superlattice diode subjected to 3−4MeV electron irradiation with

various doses [67].

I−U characteristic is not yet quite clear and is subject

of further investigations. An S-shaped I−U characteristic

was reported in long-period GaAs doping SLs and ascribed

to avalanche multiplication in the high-field regions of

the SL and accumulation of holes in the valence-band

maxima [68]. However, the characteristic has not been

observed in corresponding short-period SLs, which was

ascribed to the fact that in this case tunneling through thin

barriers dominated over perpendicular transport. Anyway,

a regenerative switching device can be developed using the

observed phenomenon.

An interesting application of irradiation in the QSSS

technology is the low-energy ion-beam-assisted Ge growth

on Si [69–71]. Pulsed ion-beam action results in the

increase of Ge nanoislands density and decrease of average

island size and size dispersion. The experiments have been

combined with molecular dynamics simulations. The effect

has been ascribed to the ion-beam-induced formation of

surface vacancies and bulk interstitial atoms. The vacancies

play the role of effective traps for Ge adatoms, while the

interstitials create local stretched regions at the surface. Both

factors promote the nucleation of 3D Ge nanoislands.

Ion-induced intermixing is particularly important in

the fabrication of integrated nanosize heterostructures

(e. g. GRINSCH, graded-index separate confinement hetero-

structure) [72]. Independently of the amount of intermixing

in the collision cascades discussed in Sec. 3, the mixing

in Si–Ge heterostructures can be strongly enhanced by

post-irradiation heat treatment and occurs due to defect-

enhanced diffusion. Our experimental results have clearly

shown [73] that the ion implantation causes an irreversible

damage of the SiGe SLs. The subsequent annealing leads to

a breakdown of the SL structure due to the intermixing

of the Si and Ge layers resulting in the transformation

of the SL into an alloy. The temperatures involved are

much lower than those typical of the interdiffusion in an

undamaged SiGe SL. Thus, this technology may be useful

in the fabrication of highly integrated SiGe circuits [74].

5. Conclusions

Some recent results on the influence of particle irradiation

on SiGe quantum size structures have been discussed. The

SLs and, to a much higher extent, QDs exhibit an enhanced

radiation hardness, which is especially important in atomic

energy and space-born telecommunication applications. The

radiation-induced defects not only deteriorate the parame-

ters of the structures and corresponding devices, but they

also can be used to obtain devices with new characteristics.

So, a negative differential conductivity has been obtained

in electron-irradiated Si/Ge SLs. The dependence of the

amorphization kinetics of different layers in a SL on their

thickness upon ion implantation in Si/Ge SLs reveals an

intimate relation to intermixing phenomena in solids.

The work has been supported in part by the project

PEst-C/CTM/LA0025/2011 of the FCT of Portugal.
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